
RollCall Number Agenda Item Number

^
Date _ October 24, 2022

RESOLUTION SETTING DATE OF HEARING ON APPEAL BY FIRST ASSEMBLY OF
GOD CHURCH (OWNER) OF DENIAL OF TYPE 2 DESIGN ALTERNATIVES FOR

PROPERTY LOCATED IN THE VICINITY OF 2725 MERLE HAY ROAD

WHEREAS, on September 1, 2022, the City Plan and Zoning Commission voted 11 - 2 to

APPROVE a request from First Assembly of God Church represented by Jeffrey Ostrander

(Officer), for approval of a Site Plan for property located in the vicinity of 2725 Merle Hay Road
(the "Property"), subject to compliance with remaining administrative review comments and to

DENY a requested Type 2 Design Alternative to not require screening of rooftop mechanical

equipment; and

WHEREAS, First Assembly of God Church has timely appealed to the City Council pursuant to
Des IVIoines Municipal Code Section 135-9.3.9.B seeking to have the Site Plan, including the above-

described Type 2 design alternatives thereto, approved, and has provided correspondence in support

of its appeal.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City ofDes Moines, Iowa
as follows:

1. The City Council shall consider the appeal by First Assembly of God Church at a public
hearing in the Council Chambers, City Hall, 400 Robert D. Ray Drive, Des Moines, Iowa
at 5:00 PM on November 7, 2022, at which time the City Council will hear both those

who oppose and those who favor the proposal.

2. The City Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to publish notice of said hearing in the
form hereto attached, in accordance with § 362.3 of the Iowa Code.

(SITE-2022-0000047)

Moved by _ to adopt.

Second by



Roll Call Number Agenda Item Number

^
Date. October 24, 2022

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

/s/ Gary D. Goudelock Jr.

Gary D. Goudelock Jr.

Assistant City Attorney

COUNCIL ACTION

COWNIE

BOESEN

GATTO

MANDELBAUM

SHEUMAKER

voss

WESTERGAARD

TOTAL

YEAS

MOTION CARRIED

NAYS PASS

A]

ABSENT

PROVED

Mayor

CERTIFICATE

I, LAURA BAUMGARTNER, City Clerk of said
City hereby certify that at a meeting of the City
Council of said City of Des Moines, held on the
above date, among other proceedings the above
was adopted.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed my seal the day and year first
above written.

City Clerk
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September 27, 2022

Community Development Department
Attn: Jason Van Essen
602 Robert D. Ray Drive
Des Moines, IA 50309

Re: Reach Church - 2725 Merle Hay Road
SITE-2022-000047: 220927 - Type2 Design Alternative Appeal

Dear City Council Members,

Please accept this letter as our appeal for acceptance of a Type 2 Design Alternative submitted to the
Planning Commission which was denied at the Planning Commission Meeting on September 1, 2022.

We requested that the Planning Commission consider a design alternative to the following staff review
comment we received during the Site Plan Approval process:

1. Identify the locations of all existing and proposed mechanical equipment such as meters,
transformers, HVAC, condensers, etc. (rooftop, building-mounted, orground-mounted) on the site plan
and provide details for how it will be screened. All mechanical equipment and utility appurtenances shall
be located and screened in accordance with sections 135-7.10.5. and 135-4.5, including the following:

• Yard Location: No mechanical equipment may be located in the front yard.
• Small Equipment: Landscaping may be used to screen mechanical equipment less than 4' in

height with shrubs or ornamental grasses spaced no more than 30" on center.
• Large Equipment: For large private mechanical equipment which exceeds 4' in height an opaque

wall is required and shall enclose the equipment on three sides, shall be tail enough to screen the
use inside and shall be and shall be masonry construction to match the building's street facade
design.

• Rooftop Equipment: Rooftop mechanical equipment must be incorporated into the rooftop design
or be concealed by an architectural quality metal screening on all sides equal in height to the
height of the equipment. Screening must be provided which is consistent with the building design,
colors, and materials. Provide a plan view of all rooftop mechanical equipment (existing and
proposed), and provide details for how it will be screened.

Our proposed Type 2 Design Alternative is as follows:
• The church proposes to paint the existing and new rooftop mechanical unit cabinets to match the

color of the building upon which they sit in lieu of providing larger, more expensive mechanical
unit enclosures.

• The roof plan submitted for Site Plan approval shows 12 existing and 4 new roof mounted
mechanical units.

• We provided 3D views of the building exterior at eye level from adjacent thoroughfares depicting
what the rooftop mechanical units would look like if the cabinets are painted to match the building
upon which they sit. Given the building's setback from adjacent property lines, the building
heights, and that most rooftop mechanical units are set back a significant distance from adjacent
building parapets, the visible portion of the mechanical units is minimal.

• The proposed site plan includes a robust amount of landscaping including street trees. The trees
will serve to obscure views from adjacent thoroughfares to the building and visible portions of roof
mounted equipment.

5013 North Washington Street | Gladstone, Missouri 64118
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• The structural steel support for the rooftop mechanical unit enclosures would need to extend
through the existing roof and attach to the existing building's roof structure below. This would
result in multiple roof penetrations that present opportunities for roof leaks which could cause
damage to the building interior in the future, resulting in costly repairs. The church would like to
avoid the potential cost of this ongoing maintenance.

• The larger rooftop mechanical unit enclosures would be taller and wider than the mechanical
units making them a more prominent exterior building facade feature, which we submit would
draw be less attractive and draw more attention to the mechanical units. We do not believe this is
consistent with the intent of the rooftop mechanical unit screening requirement.

• Staff and the Planning Commission have suggested that noise emanating from the rooftop
mechanical units may be objectionable to adjacent neighbors. The church has not taken decibel
readings at the property line to demonstrate the level of audible noise generated by the rooftop
mechanical units. However, they have personally observed that no objectionable noise is audible
at their property lines during various times of day. To date, the church has not received reports
from adjacent properties that the rooftop mechanical units are visually or audibly objectionable.

• This project is facing budget challenges. We have gone through several value engineering
iterations with the church during the design phase to align the project scope with the church's
budget. A general contractor has provided an estimate for adding rooftop mechanical unit
screening for the existing and new rooftop mechanical equipment. The approximate construction
cost for this work is $150,000. This added rooftop mechanical unit screening cost puts the cost of
the project over church's approved budget. The church would like to avoid the expense
associated with providing the structural steel support, metal stud infill, cladding and parapet cap
flashing needed to create the large rooftop mechanical unit enclosures.

We respectfully request that the church be allowed to paint the existing and new rooftop mechanical unit
cabinets in lieu of providing screening.

Thank you for your consideration of this design alternative and support of this project.

Sincerely,

^J//'-^^)
(/.^^' Z' K:W^- -- - -''^^/f-0^^

Skyler Phelps, AIA
Sr. Vice President

ec: File-MT



CITY OF DES MOIMESl
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

September 6, 2022

Communication from the City Plan and Zoning Commission advising that at their
September 1, 2022 meeting, the following action was taken regarding a request from First
Assembly of God Church (owner), represented by Jeffrey Ostrander (officer), for review
and approval of a Public Hearing Site Plan "Reach Church Building and Site
Improvements," and for a Type 2 Design Alternative in accordance with City Code
Sections 135-9.2.4(B) and 135-9.3.1(8), to waive the requirement to screen rooftop
mechanical equipment, per City Code Section 135-4.5.5, for multiple parcels located in the
vicinity of 2725 Merte Hay Road.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:

After public hearing, the members voted 11-2 as follows

Commission Action: Yes Nays Pass Absent
Francis Boggus
Dan Drendel
Leah Rudolphi
Dory Briles
Abby Chungath
Kayla Berkson
Chris Draper
Todd Garner
Johnny Alcivar
Justyn Lewis
Carolyn Jenison
William Page
Andrew Lorentzen

Emily Webb

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

DENIAL of the requested Type 2 Design Alternative to waive the requirement to screen
rooftop mechanical equipment, per City Code Section 135-4.5.5 and approval of the
proposed Public Hearing Site Plan subject to compliance with remaining administrative
review comments.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION TO THE P&Z COMMISSION

Staff recommends denial of the requested Type 2 Design Alternative to waive the
requirement to screen rooftop mechanical equipment, per City Code Section 135-4.5.5.
Staff recommends approval of the proposed Public Hearing Site Plan subject to
compliance with remaining administrative review comments.

STAFF REPORT TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Purpose of Request: The proposed Site Plan would allow for facade updates,
landscaping enhancements, and a major renovation to the interior of the building.

Design Alternative review criteria can be found in Section I, subparagraph 10 of this
report. Staff analysis of the proposal can be found in Section II of the report.

2. Size of Site: 6.78 acres.

3. Existing Zoning (site): "P2" Public, Civic, and Institutional District and"N3b"
Residential District.

4. Existing Land Use (site): The site is composed of a large church, accessory parking
areas, and accompanying landscaping features.

5. Adjacent Land Use and Zoning:

North - "NX1" and "N3b"; Uses are New York Avenue, a parking lot, and a one-

household dwelling unit.

South - "NX1" and "N3b"; Uses are one-household dwelling units.

East- "N3b"; Uses are one-household dwelling units.

West- "NX1"; Uses are Merle Hay Road and one-household dwelling units.

6. General Neighborhood/Area Land Uses: The subject property is located along Merle
Hay Road, in a predominantly residential area. Commercial nodes are located about
500 feet from both the northern and southern extents of this site.

7. Applicable Recognized Neighborhood(s): The subject property is located in the
Merle Hay Neighborhood. The neighborhood association was notified of the public
hearing by mailing of the Preliminary Agenda on August 12,2022,and by mailing of
the Final Agenda on November 26, 2022. Additionally, separate notifications of the
hearing for this specific item were mailed on August 22, 2022 (10 days prior to the
public hearing) to the neighborhood association and to the primary titleholder on file
with the Polk County Assessor for each property within 250 feet of the site.

All agendas and notices are mailed to the primary contact(s) designated by the
recognized neighborhood association to the City of Des Moines Neighborhood
Development Division on the date of the mailing. The Merle Hay Neighborhood
Association mailings were sent to April Wyss, 2800 62nd Street, Des Moines, IA 50322.

Development Services • (S!.1--) .^;'j-'i!M/ • [.'^/•/.city/ci'. •v.-iopn^iit y/
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8. Relevant Zoning History: None.

9. PlanDSM: Creating Our Tomorrow Plan Land Use Plan Designation: Low-Medium
Density Residential.

10. Applicable Regulations: Pursuant to Section 135-9.1.1.B of the Planning and Design
Ordinance, the site plan review requirements of Chapter 135 are designed to ensure
the orderly and harmonious development of property in a manner that shall:

• Promote the most beneficial relation between present and proposed future uses
of land and the present and proposed future circulation of traffic throughout the
city;

• Permit present development of property commensurate with fair and orderly
planning for future development of other properties in the various areas of the
city with respect to the availability and capacity, present and foreseeable, of
public facilities and services. The factors to be considered in arriving at a
conclusion concerning proposed present development of property shall include
the following:

> The maximum population density for the proposed development, the
proposed density of use, and consideration of the effect the proposal will
have on the capacity of existing water and sanitary sewer lines to the end
that existing systems will not become overloaded or capacity so substantially
decreased that site use will inhibit or preclude planned future development;

> Zoning restrictions at the time of the proposal;

> The city's comprehensive plan;

> The city's plans for future construction and provision for public facilities and
services; and

> The facilities and services already available to the area which will be affected
by the proposed site use;

> Encourage adequate provision for surface and subsurface drainage, in order
to ensure that future development and other properties in various areas of
the city will not be adversely affected;

> Provide suitable screening of parking, truck loading, refuse and recycling
disposal, and outdoor storage areas from adjacent residential districts;

> Encourage the preservation of canopied areas and mature trees and require
mitigation for the removal of trees; and

> Consider the smart planning principles set forth in Iowa Code Chapter
18B.Based on Chapter Section 135-9.2.4 and 135-9.3.1.B of the Planning
and Design Ordinance, Type 2 Design Alternatives are to be considered by
the Plan and Zoning Commission after a public hearing whereby the
following criteria are considered:

Based on Chapter Section 135-9.2.4 and 135-9.3.1.B of the Planning and Design

Ordinance, Type 2 Design Alternatives are to be considered by the Plan and Zoning
Commission after a public hearing whereby the following criteria are considered:
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The design alternative provisions of Section 135-9.2.4 are intended to authorize
the granting of relief from strict compliance with the regulations of this chapter
as part of the site plan or alternate design documentation review process when
specific site features or characteristics of the subject property, including the
presence of existing buildings, creates conditions that make strict compliance
with applicable regulations impractical or undesirable. The design alternative
provisions are also intended to recognize that alternative design solutions may
result in equal or better implementation of the regulation's intended purpose and
greater consistency with the comprehensive plan.

Consideration of requested design alternatives through the administrative and
public hearing review processes will be evaluated on the merits of the applicable
request and independently of prior requests from the same applicant, and may
include the following criteria:

> An evaluation of the character of the surrounding neighborhood, such as:

o Whether at least 50% of the developed lots within 250 feet of the subject
property are designed and constructed consistently with the requested
design alternative(s); and

o Whether the directly adjoining developed lots are designed and
constructed consistently with the requested design alternative(s);

For purposes of this subsection, if the lots that exist within 250 feet of the
subject property are undeveloped, then the neighborhood character
determination will be based upon the assumption that such lots, as if
developed, comply with the applicable requirements of this chapter for which a
design alternative(s) has been requested;

> The totality of the number and extent of design alternatives requested
compared to the requirements of this chapter for each site plan or alternate
design documentation reviewed;

> Whether the requested design alternative(s) is consistent with all relevant
purpose and intent statements of this design ordinance and with the general
purpose and intent of the comprehensive plan;

> Whether the requested design alternative(s) will have a substantial or undue
adverse effect upon adjacent property, the character of the surrounding area
or the public health, safety and general welfare;

> Whether any adverse impacts resulting from the requested design
alternative(s) will be mitigated to the maximum extent feasible; and

> Other factors determined relevant by the community development director,
plan and zoning commission, or city council as applicable.
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II. ADDITIONAL APPLICABLE INFORMATION

Per City Code Section 135-4.5.5(B), rooftop mechanical equipment, if not screened by the
roof design, is required to be screened by architectural-quality metal screening material
that is equal to the height of the equipment on all sides. Equipment is required to be set
back from the edge of the roof so that it and the screening material are not visible from any
adjoining right-of-way.

There are approximately 12 existing rooftop mechanical units, and 4 proposed. Staff
understands that the existing units have never been screened. However, with major
interior renovations proposed, it is appropriate to provide rooftop screening at this time.
Building permits have not been applied for yet, but preliminary information has indicated
that the project has a budget of approximately $9,600,000. The applicant has provided a
cost estimate of $120,000 to screen the rooftop units, which represents 1.2% of the total
cost. Outside of constructing major building additions or an entirely new building, there is
likely to be no scope of work at this site that is greater than the one presented now.

Screening for rooftop mechanical equipment diminishes negative visual impacts from
adjacent properties and the right-of-way, and generally preserves building design quality.
The applicant has proposed to at least partially blend existing rooftop units with the color
palette of the new fagade materials. However, with such a large, prominent building on a
major corridor that is also highly visible to adjacent residential areas, architectural-quality
metal screening should be employed to limit visual impacts on surrounding properties and
the surrounding rights of way and preserve the architectural integrity of the building.

Rooftop mechanical equipment screening also helps to abate negative auditory impacts
that result from large appurtenances such as condensers, fans, generators, and the like
that are frequently located on building roofs. Commercial-grade mechanical equipment is
frequently cited as a noise pollutant in urban environments. Staff has concerns about
allowing rooftop units to exist unscreened given the relatively close proximity of residential
uses. Some of the existing and proposed rooftop units sit approximately 70 to 100 feet
away from abutting residential properties. Environmental studies in other jurisdictions such
as San Jose and Ontario, CA, have found that perceptible auditory impacts of commercial-
grade rooftop mechanical equipment can occur at this distance.

For the reasons described above, staff does not support this Design Alternative request.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Nick Tarpey presented the staff report and recommendation.

Andrew Lorentzen asked why a site plan was required.

Nick Tarpey stated the cumulative permit value was over 50% of their assessed building
value, which triggers the site to be brought into conformance with applicable Chapter 135
standards.

Andrew Lorentzen asked if the rooftop mechanical screening was the only thing not in
conformance.
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Jason Van Essen stated this in an item they are requesting wavier of. Other improvements
are being made.

Johnny Alcivar asked what the percentage of total project cost is for screening.

Nick Tarpev stated 1.2%.

Abby Chungath asked what type of material would be used and where it would be located.

Nick Tarpey stated the design requirements within Article 4 of Chapter 135 calls for
architectural metal screening. This would be permanently affixed to the top of the roof and
provide screening on all sides.

Jason Van Essen stated parapet walls also qualify. The code requires an architectural

quality solution.

Abbv Chunciath asked for clarification that the metal screening would be required only in
places where it is needed to screen the equipment and not necessarily around the entire
building.

Nick T^rpey stated correct.

Jason Van Essen stated staff is willing to look at existing building elements that provide
screening. Also, it might not be necessary to provide screening on all four sides of each
unit.

Chris Draper asked if they are receiving any incentive funding from the city for this project.

Nick Tarpev stated no.

Jeff Ostrander, Executive Pastor, 2725 Merle Hay Road stated their idea is to paint each
unit, so they blend in with the building and alleviate any negative visual impact. Given the
amount of traffic on Merle Hay Road,he has never heard or received complaints about the
rooftop units. Spending money on screening will only detract from improvements that will
better serve the community.

Andrew Lorentzen asked if he was caught off guard with the request to screen rooftop
mechanical equipment.

Jeff Ostrander stated yes. He has concerns with potential leaks if they were to penetrate
the rubber membrane of a flat roof.

Andrew Lorentzen asked if there is any other repair or replacement of the roof taking place
in their project.

Jeff Ostrander stated there are a few roofs that have aged out and need repair.

Chris Draper asked if he believes the roof still has a potential to leak if they are spending
$120,000 on repairs.
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Jeff Ostrander stated he is concerned with penetration to the roofs that won't be replaced.

Abbv Chunaath asked if additional units are being installed.

Jeff Ostrander stated yes, there are currently 12 and they are adding 4.

Johnny Alcivar asked if the $120,000 would be 1.2% of the total project.

Jeff Ostrander stated if $120,000 is the correct amount, yes. They would rather spend that
money to improve the interior of the building.

CHAIRPERSON OPEN THE PUBLIC HEARING

Skvler Phelps, Mantel Teeter Architects, 5013 N. Washington Street, Gladstone, MO
stated they will be re-roofing a couple low sloped roofs which will be detailed correctly to
ensure they are watertight. Given the height of the building and the existing parapet walls,
you see different amounts of rooftop mechanicals. From Merle Hay Road, most of the
mechanical units are screed naturally and that is why they propose to paint the units to
match the existing wall color. Providing a screen structure around the units will add large
architectural features which they prefer not to do, with the secondary concern of
penetration and associated cost. In respect to the church's budget, they did not anticipate
the required upgrades to the exterior but are happy to do so as it beatifies their campus.
As new trees mature, he believes that will provide a level of screening to the rooftop
mechanicals in question.

Andrew Lorentzen asked if they considered screening some of the rooftop mechanicals.

Skyler Phelps stated they did have those discussions with city staff, and it could be
revisited to address some of the units that are of major concern.

Johnny Alcivar asked if a pre-apptication meeting took place with city staff.

Skyler Phelps stated yes.

David Bentz, Bishop Engineering, 3501 104th Street, Urbandale, IA stated there's a lot of
added cost the church wasn't anticipating with the addition of 2 grease interceptor, a water
line across Merle Hay Road to increase fire capacity and the amount of utilities that exist in
Merle Hay Road.

Carol Maher, 701 Polk Boulevard stated this site is over parked and curious if there were
any Type 1 Design Alternatives for parking lot islands as it seems deficient based on the
amount of concrete there is. She would encourage them to look into solar panels and
hopes trees are considered along the rear setback.

CHAIRPERSON CLOSED THE PUBLIC HEARING
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COMMISSION ACTION:

Chris Draper made a motion for denial of the requested Type 2 Design Alternative to
waive the requirement to screen rooftop mechanical equipment, per City Code Section
135-4.5.5 and approval of the proposed Public Hearing Site Plan subject to compliance
with remaining administrative review comments.

Motion passed: 11-2

Respectfully submitted,

^.'^ ^-

Jason Van Essen, AICP
Planning & Urban Design Administrator

JMV:tjh
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LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL OFBI SPACE REQUIREMEHT

REQUIRED UMOPYCOVBUGE11SX)

TOTAL EXCTNG TREE CAMOFY (I.COI) PER TREE X 18)

FROHTAGE REQUIHEMENTS ]MERLE HAT RMD)

KEOUIREOCVERSTORYTREES1U40LF)
TOTAL BtlSTIMG TREES PROVIDED fTO RB1AIM)
TOTAL PROPOSEO-TBEES

44,230 SF

IB.OOOSF

[saw

HOTE:
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NICK TARPEY | CITY OF DES MOINES
Assistant Planner | Development Services
NOTarpey(a>dmflov.orci
Desk: (515) 283-4585 | Mobile: (515) 238-1085
DSM.city [ 602 Robert D. Ray Drive | Des Moines, Iowa 50309

From: Wahlert, Candace <CWahlert@Broadlawns.org>

Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 7:43 AM

To: Tarpey, Nicholas 0. <NOTarpey@dmRov.org>

Subject: Reach Church /First Assembly

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless

you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Nick,

I received a letter regarding the public hearing on September 1st regarding Reach Church and Site

Improvements. Can you please update me on what this involves and what their plans are. As they are

actually directly behind me so basically in my back yard. I would like to know what type of

improvements they are planning mainly I am just concerned with anything outside if it would affect me.

We have never had any trouble when it was First Assembly they were always very courteous and easy to

get along with. However we have had some issues with reach Church and noise.

Please just give me the basics on the plans.

Thank you,

Candy Wahlert
MIM Team Lead

broadiawns
>," 1:1;^.'. 11 III! II

aooo

E3 cwahlertQtbroadlawns.orq

'<v (515) 282-5678

<? 1801 Hickman Road, Des Moines, IA 50314

0 www.broadlawns.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain confidential information which is intended only for the use of (he individualls) or
enfiffed named. If you received this e-mail message in error, please immediately nollfy the sender by e-mail and delete it. Dissemi'naft'on, forwarding, printing, or copying
of this e-mail without prior consent of the sender is strictly prohibited.



To: Tarpey, Nicholas 0. <NOTarpey@dmROV.org>

Subject: RE: Reach Church /First Assembly

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless

you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Nick,

Thank you for explaining this to me. It sounds like all good improvements the only concern I have is

again the noise. Which has been a problem since they become Reach Church they like to hold a lot of

events outside and have a lot of screaming and music going. I am concerned with the mechanical noise

so I hope the city will make them screen it. Unfortunately the timing of the Public hearing I will be out of

town and not able to attend.

How will I know if they allow the mechanical equipment to not be screened?

Thank you again for all your time.

Candy Wahlert

From: Tarpey, Nicholas 0. [mailto:NOTarpey@dmgov.org]

Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 8:28 AM

To: Wahlert, Candace <CWahlert@Broadlawns.orK>

Subject: RE: Reach Church /First Assembly

External Email: This email came from an external sender and any attachments or links should be

treated with caution. Never provide your username or password!

Hi Candace,

Thanks for reaching out.

Reach Church is planning on doing a pretty extensive interior renovation (no building addition or new

buildings proposed). Provisions in Des Moines city code require property owners to make site

improvements (i.e., landscaping, etc.) when proposed improvements reach 50% of their building's

assessed value. That is the case here - hence the site plan. See attached.

The exterior alterations they are proposing include some switch-outs of existing facade materials and

some painting.

The reason this is going to the Plan and Zoning Commission is because they are requesting a waiver of

screening their rooftop mechanical equipment. Equipment is required to be screened on all sides per

135-4.5.5 of City Code. As staff, we believe that with their interior scope of work, it makes sense for

them to screen their mechanical equipment at this time, for aesthetic as well as noise-reduction

reasons. I have attached the staff report that explains this rationale.

Feel free to call me if you have additional questions.



From: Wahlert, Candace <CWahlert@Broadlawns.org>

Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 10:03 AM

To: Tarpey, Nicholas 0.

Subject: RE: Reach Church /First Assembly

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless

you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Honestly there is a noise now but I have lived there so long I truly think I am just used to it. I would just

hope that the noise would not get worse.

Thank you again for your time.

Candy

From: Tarpey, Nicholas 0. [mailto:NOTarpey@)dmgov.org]

Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 8:47 AM

To: Wahlert, Candace <CWahlert@Broadlawns.org>

Subject: RE: Reach Church /First Assembly

External Email: This email came from an external sender and any attachments or links should be

treated with caution. Never provide your username or password!

You can watch the public hearing (although this is not interactive) on the City's Youtube channel

Thursday night if you are able.

You can also call or email me on Friday to find out what happened. If their request gets denied (i.e., the

Commission goes with the staff recommendation to require screening), they may also appeal their

decision to City Council (not saying that will happen, but it is an option for them if they think it is worth

it to pursue). So Thursday may not be the total wrap-up of things with this one.

The meeting minutes/summary should be posted to the city website within about a week of the meeting

as well.

While we are on the topic, besides the event noise, have you experienced noise from the existing

rooftop mechanical equipment that is on top of the building?

NICK TARPEY | CITY OF DES MOINES
Assistant Planner | Development Services
NOTarpev@dmaov.orci
Desk: (515) 283-4585 | Mobile: (515) 238-1085
DSM.city | 602 Robert D. Ray Drive | Des Moines, Iowa 50309

From: Wahlert, Candace <CWahlert@Broadlawns.org>

Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 8:43 AM
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